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After walking out of Tang Huimin’s ward and giving a few instructions to the two nurses waiting at the 

door, Lin Kai drove to a special forces base located behind the military sanatorium. 

In the blink of an eye, the base was there. 

Lin Kai parked his car and came to the door of Zhang Tianhu’s office. 

“Report to the instructor, team member Lin Kai is returning to the team, what’s the mission?” After 

knocking on the door and entering, he gave a military salute to Zhang Tianhu who was sitting on a chair 

in front of his desk. 

Zhang Tianhu looked at Lin Kai and said, “According to reliable information, there is a batch of arms in 

the hands of that gang of thugs from the Black Dragon Gang, ready to be shipped to the Middle East in 

the near future, the chief has ordered us to be responsible for investigating this matter, I am giving you 

this difficult task, I hope you will lead the members of the first squad and intercept this batch of arms, 

are you confident?” 

“Yes, of course I do!” As soon as he heard about the Black Dragon Gang, Lin Kai hated it with a passion. 

Especially since the last time he was kidnapped by the bald man, Tang Hui Min was also captured and 

sent to Freedom Island by them in order to save him, and suffered so much on the island that she was 

still lying in a hospital bed, delirious. 

When he finally had the chance to take revenge, how could Lin Kai let it go? 

“It is said that the Black Dragon Gang gang is quite cunning, and there are their insiders in the police 

force in Yanjing City, so it is difficult to keep track of them. For fear of leaks, the higher authorities have 

given us this glorious task, so don’t let down the chief’s expectations of us?” Zhang Tianhu admonished. 

“Please don’t worry, instructor, I promise to complete the mission!” Lin Kai once again gave a military 

salute to Zhang Tianhu. 

“Very well, then you go down and prepare first, if there is anything, contact me in time.” Zhang Tianhu 

nodded his head in satisfaction. 

He knew in his heart that Lin Kai was not only a special forces warrior that he had personally trained, but 

also, this kid was a wise university student with a particularly good head and a lot of devious ideas. 

If he hadn’t been sent to Liberty Island last time, it would have been very difficult for anyone else to 

complete the mission, and it was right to give him this task again. 

After Lin Kai left Zhang Tianhu’s office, he didn’t have a clue. 

Because, in Yanjing City, which had a population of tens of millions of people, to uncover the members 

of the Black Dragon Gang, led by the bald man, and intercept that shipment of arms was simply more 

difficult than climbing to the top of the sky. 



So, he called together Zhang Shuo, Gao Yunxiang and Ye Dayong, members of the first squad he led, to 

discuss countermeasures. 

After laying out his tasks to his team members, Lin Kai put on his civilian clothes and drove off from the 

base alone. 

First, he needed to find someone to help him. Only when he had the whereabouts of the gang of Black 

Dragon Gang could he strike at them, so he telephoned Zhou Peng, the acting leader of the CID. 

Zhou Peng told him over the phone that they were also looking for the gang’s whereabouts and only let 

them get away with it because the gang was so cunning. 

Lin Kai did not tell Zhou Peng the purpose of his search for the Black Dragon Gang over the phone, and 

Zhou Peng mistakenly thought he was there to seek revenge on them, so he reminded him. 

“It is said that those guys often frequent the area around Lotus Lane, so you can run over there if you 

want to find them!” 

After putting down the phone, Lin Kai drove the BMW 740 sedan that Song Linna had given her to Lotus 

Lane, found a roadside parking spot and parked the car, then got out and walked into Lotus Lane. 

It was a small alleyway about two to three hundred metres long, with a steady stream of people coming 

and going, and the street was lined with shops or shops selling snacks, groceries and clothing. 

Some vendors selling vegetables, fruit, jewellery and toys from their stalls shouted loudly, and the 

alleyway was bustling with an air of noise and bustle. 

Meanwhile, the street is lined with a wide range of beauty shops, music halls and bars, and whenever 

night falls, the light and dazzling neon lights flash alternately, giving off a strong whiff of ambiguity. 

Although the street is not long, there are more than a dozen beauty shops and foot-washing parlours of 

all sizes, and the smell of female hormones permeates the area. 

Most of the ladies in the shops were dressed in revealing clothes, and they were all sitting on benches 

and sofas separated by a transparent glass wall, soliciting customers. 

When Lin Kai passed by the entrance of a beauty salon called “Pretty Lady Beauty Salon”, a lady with an 

exposed body, full figure, heavy make-up, thick eyebrows and orange-red wavy hair came out of the 

salon. 

Her big, watery eyes were full of attention, her eyebrows were full of emotion, and her breasts stood 

out proudly. 

As she walked, her breasts twitched slightly, like a pair of lively white rabbits, jumping about constantly, 

and her rounded buttocks were high and perky. 

Two long, slender thighs as white as lotus roots kept waving in front of Lin Kai’s eyes. 

The lady threw a winks at him and said in a whisper, “Yo, handsome, what brings you here today, come 

in and sit down!” 



“Miss, are you calling me?” Lin Kai looked around himself, there didn’t seem to be anyone else, his heart 

trembled, he frowned and asked with his finger pointing at his nose. 

“Yes, who else is here but you?” The lady pouted, “You are a noble man who forgets things, how can you 

forget your little sister so quickly?” 

“You’re mistaken, aren’t you? We don’t seem to know each other!” Lin Kai was confused by this woman 

and thought to himself, “It’s my first time on this street, how could I possibly know this kind of goods?” 

“That’s right, I remember you,” said the lady with a charming smile, “Have you forgotten that last time, 

when you came here, I was the one who gave you a massage, and you promised me that you would 

come back to me next time …… ” 

“Ah?” Lin Kai’s heart trembled violently, and he instantly understood that this woman was deliberately 

coming to talk to him in order to solicit customers, so he patted his head with his hand, made a dazed 

look of realization, and asked with a slight interest, “Oh, look at my memory, I forgot about last time so 

quickly, by the way, what’s your name?” 

“My name is Lili,” the young lady saw me snickering with her and mistakenly thought that Lin Kai had 

taken the bait, she was secretly delighted, twisting her beautiful hips and walking up to him in a 

trembling manner, climbing on his arm and saying in a soft voice, “Handsome, look there are many 

people looking at us, this is not the place to talk, let’s go in and Let’s go inside and talk, shall we? I will 

serve you well ……” 

An intoxicating body scent mixed with a strong perfume came towards Lin Kai, the lady leaned her 

plump body on his shoulder and rubbed her rich breasts against Lin Kai’s arm. 

Lin Kai instantly felt the elasticity and fullness of her body, and had the urge to have a nosebleed. He 

couldn’t help but shrug his nose, and his body started to become a little stiff, feeling anxious and 

restless as if his body was crawling with yard ants. 

“Handsome, relax, don’t be shy like a big girl ……” the lady pouted, as if she had seen an old 

acquaintance, joking with him with a smile while squeezing his arm with her fingertips one by one like a 

little woman. 

Lin Kai suddenly remembered the purpose of his trip, if he exposed his identity and was found out by 

the Black Dragon Gang, it would be troublesome, so he looked around, hurriedly pushed the young lady 

away and said. 

“Don’t you do that, it’s not good for people to see us pulling and tugging like this.” 

“What’s so bad about it?” The lady said with a straight face, “What age is it now, what man doesn’t 

come out to play? Who else is squirming like you?” 

“It’s not that I’m squirming, it’s because I don’t know you, you’ve mistaken me for someone else.” Lin 

Kai explained. 

“Hee hee, don’t we know each other now?” Miss Lily said softly, “Handsome, once you’ve met me, twice 

you’ve met me, don’t worry, I’ll make sure you’re satisfied, as long as you accept my services today, 

you’ll be guaranteed that you won’t be able to forget me in the future ……” 
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“Is that so?” Lin Kai tried to control his emotions and deliberately acted as if he was a bit heartbroken as 

he asked with a bad smile, “By the way, I forgot, how do you spend money here?” 

“Handsome, since you are willing to let me serve you, the price is good,” said the lady with a mysterious 

smile, “The usual rules, Chinese massage 80 yuan, oil massage 120 yuan, full service 300 yuan …… ” 

“Oh, that’s not a high price, it’s quite reasonable,” Lin Kai nodded and suddenly made a rather difficult 

face and said playfully, “However, I went out in a hurry today and forgot to bring cash.” 

“It’s okay if you don’t bring cash, you can pay with WeChat.” The lady smiled. 

“What is WeChat payment?” Lin Kai looked straight at her like a nymphomaniac. 

“WeChat payment is using your mobile phone to scan the QR code and make mobile banking payments 

……” the young lady introduced. 

“This thing of yours is too high end, I can’t play it.” Lin Kai said with a smile. 

The lady put her arm around him again and said delicately, “If you don’t know how to play, I can teach 

you. ……” 

“But I don’t have a mobile phone,” Lin Kai shook his head and asked, “Can you take credit here?” 

“Ah? You …… what did you say?” Like a hot potato in her hand, the lady let go of Lin Kai’s arm and 

shouted, “Are you …… playing with me?” 

“Miss, you’re mistaken,” Lin Kai laughed: “It’s you who’s fooling me, not me who’s fooling you!” 

The lady became speechless all of a sudden! 

It was true that she was fooling people just now, it was obviously the first time she met this man, but 

she had to say that she had given him a massage last time, what was this if not fooling people? 

When Lin Kai saw that the lady was frozen for half a day and could not speak, he was too lazy to bother 

with her and turned around to leave. 

“Shit, if you don’t have money, don’t come out to be a tart, don’t look like you look like a human 

touching a dog, this lady doesn’t care!” Miss Lily saw Lin Kai walking away, then she slowed down, 

forcefully tossed her wavy curls back, made a pulling appearance and twisted her butt back to the 

beauty shop. 

A few steps away from Pretty Lady, Lin Kai saw a clinic called “Ren’ai Clinic”, with a plaque at the 

entrance that read “Ancestral secret recipes” and “Cures all kinds of difficult and miscellaneous 

diseases”. 

“My aunt-in-law has been delirious since she returned from Liberty Island after being injured. Lin Kai 

suddenly felt a flash of light before his eyes. 

Thinking of this, he took a step to the clinic entrance, however, just as one of his feet stepped into the 

Renai Clinic, he heard the sound of a man and woman talking from that room inside. 



“Open up, miss, open up a little more,” said a thick baritone voice, “Good, that’s it, keep that position!” 

“Ah, it hurts, you …… you gently ……” a woman screamed shrilly. 

“Hold on a little longer, miss, it’ll be done soon!” The man admonished. 

“Then …… okay, but you …… you have to …… be quick …… quicker… …” the woman’s voice stretched out, 

obviously with a sobbing tone. 

“Yah, what kind of clinic is this,” Lin Kai frowned for a moment, secretly thinking, “How can someone do 

nasty things in it? If I let such a quack doctor see my sister-in-law, won’t I be drawing wolves into my 

house?” 

Lin Kai was in a bit of a dilemma, not knowing whether to stay in the clinic or to exit immediately. 

When he was in a dilemma, the door to the inner room of the clinic opened and a middle-aged man in a 

white coat, aged in his forties, came out from inside. 

He was followed by a young woman of about 26 or 27 years of age, about 170 cm tall. 

The woman was tall, wearing a pair of straight black casual trousers underneath and a white bottomed 

shirt over a slim black blazer, with a pair of black high-heeled leather shoes, just like a white-collar 

beauty, looking both stylish and sexy. 

The woman’s black, shiny, waterfall-like shoulder-length hair, delicate face, delicate and charming, a pair 

of eyes round and large, looking forward to a lot of, such as a water. 

When the woman saw a strange man standing in the clinic, her face instantly flushed to her ears. 

When the doctor saw Lin Kai, he acted as if he was at ease and asked in a serious manner, “Young man, 

are you here to see me?” 

“No,” said Lin Kai, shaking his head, “I’m here to ask you to see someone ……” 

“Okay, please wait a moment!” The middle-aged doctor pointed to a wooden bench in the room and 

said, “Sit down for a while, and then I’ll ask you about the patient after I’ve finished getting the medicine 

for this lady.” 

“Oh ……” Lin Kai smiled sarcastically and sat down on the bench. 

The doctor averted his gaze from Lin Kai, sat down on his butt at a desk in the room, pointed to a 

wooden bench across the room, and said to the woman who still looked a little flustered. 

“Miss, sit down!” 

The beautiful woman answered and sat down on the stool. 

The doctor took a pen and a prescription slip from the desk and asked. 

“Name?” 

The beautiful woman blushed and whispered, “My name is Qin Yao.” 



“Huh? They actually don’t know each other?” After Lin Kemer wrote down the woman’s name, an 

incredulous look appeared on his face, “If they don’t know each other, why did they make such a big 

fuss inside? Could it be that ……” 

“I’ve just carefully examined you, your ridge is swollen, it’s caused by liver fire and fire, go back and eat 

more vegetables, fruits and honey and things like that,” the doctor said after admonishing Qin Yao, “I’ll 

prescribe you some medicine in terms of clearing fire and relieving pain now ……” 

Dare I say that this woman had come to see the doctor for her teeth, Lin Kai felt that his thoughts just 

now were a bit nasty and he felt a bit embarrassed. 

After the doctor finished writing the prescription for Qin Yao and taking the medicine, Qin Yao said 

goodbye and left. 

Looking at her disappearing figure at the door, Lin Kai had an indescribable feeling. 

“Young man, tell me, what is the condition of that patient?!” The doctor saw Lin Kai sitting on the bench 

and froze, and called him over with a smile. 

Lin Kai sat his butt down on the bench that Qin Yao had just sat on, the heat of Qin Yao’s body still 

lingered on the bench, and the fragrance of her body still lingered around. 

Lin Kai could not help but shrug his nose, and seeing the middle-aged doctor staring at him, he then felt 

that he had lost his temper, and then briefly recounted to the middle-aged doctor the symptoms that 

his sister-in-law Tang Huimin had exhibited after she had been injured at Liberty Island. 

As Lin Kai was unfamiliar with the doctor, he did not reveal his and Tang Huimin’s identities. 

“It looks like this patient has been poisoned by a strange kind of compulsion, I will have to see the 

patient and diagnose her pulse before I can be sure,” after listening to Lin Kai’s account, a black line 

appeared on the middle-aged doctor’s forehead and after a moment’s hesitation, he said, “How about 

this, you first leave a contact for me, when I’m done with this side of the clinic, I’ll get in touch with and 

then go along with you to take a look at ……” 

“Okay, thanks!” Lin Kai smiled gratefully at the middle-aged doctor and asked, “May I ask the doctor’s 

surname?” 

The middle-aged doctor looked at Lin Kai with a critical gaze, felt an eye contact with the boy and took a 

liking to him, so he replied with a frank face. 

“My surname is Tang, you can just call me Dr. Tang!” 
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After bidding farewell to Dr. Tang, Lin Kai left the Renai Clinic and walked out of Lotus Lane. 

“Didn’t Song Lina’s cousin Zhou Peng say that people from the Black Dragon Gang were often active 

here? How come there’s no movement at all?” Lin Kai looked around as he walked forward on the 

boulevard. 



When he thought about how he had been kidnapped by Bald Guy and the others, how his aunt Tang 

Huimin had come to his rescue, how he had been captured by Bald Guy and the others, and how he had 

been tortured when he was sent to Freedom Island, he could not wait to run into those guys and cut 

them into pieces one by one. 

Suddenly, a beautiful woman wearing a suit on top and casual straight trousers on the bottom, with a 

tall figure, long hair and rounded hips appeared in Lin Kai’s line of sight. 

“Yah, isn’t this the woman I just saw in the Renai Clinic?” Lin Kai’s heart gave a start. 

Remembering the scene when he saw Qin Yao in the clinic just now, a desire to get to know her and 

learn something about the place from her was born. 

So, he took several steps forward as if at a trot, finally closing the distance between them. 

Feeling a little out of place, Qin Yao suddenly turned her head to find a man less than ten metres away 

from her, looking at her with a smile on his face. 

“Isn’t that the man I just saw at the clinic? Why is he following me?” Qin Yao mistook Lin Kai for a rogue 

or something, and with a shock in her heart, like a frightened rabbit, she quickly fled to the street and 

stood by the roadside. 

Seeing Qin Yao’s panicked look, Lin Kai realised that he had scared her and immediately stopped in his 

tracks. 

Qin Yao looked at him with a pair of frightened eyes. 

“She wouldn’t have taken me for a rogue, would she?” Lin Kai frowned and touched his nose with his 

hand, “Am I that scary?” 

Whoops! 

Suddenly, a motorbike rushed towards Qin Yao with an ear-splitting roar. 

“Ah!” 

Qin Yao screamed and instinctively dodged her body towards the roadside. 

A man with a helmet stretched out his hand and snatched Qin Yao’s handbag before driving away. 

Whoops! 

The motorbike’s wheels scraped sparks against the ground and caught a thick cloud of smoke as it raced 

forward. 

“Thief, there’s a thief, catch the thief!” Qin Yao then slowed down and shouted loudly while chasing in 

the direction the motorbike left. 

“Not good!” Lin Kai shouted in alarm and rushed towards Qin Yao like lightning. 

However, there was after all a distance of nearly ten metres between them, and by the time Lin Kai 

reached Qin Yao, her handbag had already been snatched away by the flying thief. 



“Catch the thief, catch the thief! ……” Qin Yao shouted as she desperately chased forward. 

Suddenly, Qin Yao’s feet, which were wearing high heels, seemed to have tripped over something on the 

ground, and with a scream, her body leaned forward and fell straight down towards the ground. 

At the very moment when Qin Yao fell to the ground, Lin Kai had already appeared in front of her, 

stretched out his hand, and took her into his arms. 

“Ah,” Qin Yao saw that Lin Kai actually ran up and hugged her, struggling while shouting, “Rascal, you 

rascal, let …… go of me… …” 

“Miss, I’m not a rogue,” Lin Kai was upset to see his good intentions taken for an ass, and put her on the 

ground and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll go and get your handbag back now!” 

As he talked, Lin Kai took out a flying knife from his pocket and threw it towards the motorbike which 

had already scurried about 20 or 30 metres away. 

At the same time, his body instantly disappeared in front of Qin Yao. 

Swish! 

With a windy sound, the flying knife flew towards the bicycle thief like a stray arrow, and as if it had 

eyes, it hit his helmet with unerring accuracy and bounced back to land on the ground. 

Clang! 

There was a crunching sound. 

The flying thief’s head snapped up, his heart panicked, his hands trembled and he involuntarily turned 

the motorbike. 

The motorbike suddenly went out of control and, like a mad bull, crashed with an ear-splitting roar 

towards a large tree on the side of the road. 

Poof! 

There was a muffled sound. 

The flying thief fell off the motorbike and the handbag he had just snatched from Qin Yao’s hand 

instantly fell to the ground. 

After the motorbike hit the tree, it bounced on the ground and didn’t stall, like a person making a dying 

struggle before dying, with the two wheels facing the sky and spinning around incessantly. 

Due to the distance, the flying knife that Lin Kai threw from his hand was not very powerful when it hit 

the helmet and did not cause fatal damage to the flying car thief. 

After the flying thief fell to the ground, his head was still clear and he quickly got up from the ground. 

Looking back, he found a man coming after him, mistaking it for a plainclothes policeman coming, and 

hurriedly picked the motorbike up from the ground, quickly jumped on it and slammed on the 

accelerator. 

Woo-hoo! 



The motorbike emitted an ear-splitting motor sound, and like a car on Viagra, roared desperately 

forward along the street where traffic was flowing. 

Lin Kai ran over and picked up the flying knife he had thrown out, as well as Qin Yao’s handbag from the 

ground. 

“I pooh, bullying a woman, what kind of shit is that,” Lin Kai spat in the direction where the flying car 

thief was driving away and said, “You’re lucky this time, don’t let me run into you next time!” 

Lin Kai turned around, held up his handbag, waved it a few times at Qin Yao who was looking at him 

with a pair of incredulous eyes, then handed it over and said. 

“Beauty, this is your handbag, here you go!” 

Qin Yao took the handbag and asked coldly, “You guys aren’t in cahoots, are you?” 

“Huh? What did you say?” Lin Kai looked at her with a stunned expression. 

“Rascal!” Qin Yao gave Lin Kai a fierce glare, and after squeezing two words out of her teeth, she quickly 

stopped a taxi that was driving past from behind. 

As soon as the taxi stopped, Qin Yao got into it and immediately told the driver to drive. 

“Is this woman’s brain in water, or has she been kicked by a donkey? I helped her like this and she 

actually said that I was in cahoots with that flying car thief.” Looking at the rough car driving Qin Yao 

away in the dust, Lin Kai rolled his eyes straight and habitually touched his nose with his hand, muttering 

to himself, “Do I really look like a hooligan?” 

At that moment, the mobile phone in his pocket rang. He took it out and saw that it was an unfamiliar 

number, and after a moment’s hesitation, he picked it up. 

“You’re Mr Lin, right?” A thick baritone voice came out of the phone. 

“Yes, may I ask who you are?” Lin Kai asked suspiciously. 

The other party replied, “I’m Dr. Tang from the Renai Clinic, my side of things has been taken care of, 

you can take me to see the patient now.” 

Lin Kai’s heart fluttered with joy, he then turned back to the Renai Clinic and invited Dr. Tang to get into 

the BMW car he had driven over, after which he quickly drove away and headed straight to the military 

sanatorium. 

“You go away, I don’t want anything, I just want Xiao Kai, I want to go home!” 

When Lin Kai led Dr. Tang to the military sanatorium and walked into the doorway of Tang Huimin’s 

sanatorium, Tang Huimin’s voice came out from that room inside …… 
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Lin Kai walked quickly into the room and saw Tang Huimin sitting irritably on the hospital bed, two 

nurses in white coats standing left and right in front of the bed, ready to let Tang Huimin out of bed for a 

meal. 



“What’s going on here?” Lin Kai opened his mouth and asked. 

“Little Kai, you’re back, I thought you didn’t want me anymore!” As soon as she heard Lin Kai’s voice, 

Tang Huimin’s spirits immediately lifted and her face showed excitement. 

Knowing that Tang Huimin was a patient and could not speak reliably, Lin Kai did not answer her 

question directly, but asked a nurse lady. 

“What’s wrong with her?” 

A nurse pointed to the meal placed on the coffee table and replied, “Ms. Tang hasn’t eaten anything all 

day and insisted that she wouldn’t eat until you returned!” 

“Oh, I see,” Lin Kai glanced at Tang Huimin sitting on the bed and said to the two nurses, “Let me say a 

few words to her, you guys go down!” 

The two nurses then exited the room. 

Lin Kai walked over to Tang Huimin and asked with concern, “Little aunt, can you heal from your injuries 

if you don’t eat like this?” 

Tang Huimin burst into tears and grabbed Lin Kai’s hand, looking at him with tears in her eyes, and 

asked. 

“Little Kai, do you not want me anymore?” 

“No, who said I don’t want you anymore?” Lin Kai wiped the tears on her face with his hand and pointed 

to Dr. Tang who had entered the room with him and said, “This is Dr. Tang, I just asked him to come to 

see you, you have to cooperate with him to treat the illness ……” 

After entering the room, Dr. Tang had been observing Tang Huimin’s performance and had a general 

understanding of her condition. 

He then walked straight to Tang Huimin’s bed and said to her, “Ms. Tang, Mr. Lin has already briefed me 

on your condition Lin Kai, is it alright if I take your pulse now?” 

Tang Huimin looked at Lin Kai with an enquiring gaze. 

Lin Kai admonished, “Young aunt, listen to the doctor and let him see you!” 

“Mm!” Tang Huimin answered, and then closed her eyes. 

Doctor Tang reached out and rolled Tang Huimin’s eyes open and looked at them, then sat down on that 

stool in front of the hospital bed and carefully took her pulse. 

By observation and pulse, it was similar to what Lin Kai had told him at the Renai Clinic, and Dr Tang 

guessed the same thing: Tang Huimin had indeed been poisoned by a kind of compulsion and needed to 

take the antidote as soon as possible; if she took longer, not only would she be delirious, but her life 

would also be in danger. 



What Dr. Tang had to do now was to firstly expel the toxins from Tang Huimin’s body by sticking silver 

needles into her body, and then, use the antidote he had prepared using his own secret ancestral recipe 

to make her take it. 

He took out the needle box that he carried with him from his pocket, and while disinfecting the silver 

needles with alcohol sponges, he said to Lin Kai. 

“Mr. Lin, you help me undress the patient so that I can stick the needle for her now.” 

“How …… do you have to undress?” Even though Lin Kai had seen his sister-in-law’s body, he was still a 

little embarrassed in front of an outsider. 

“Yes, she has injuries and bandages on her wounds, how can I stick the needles for her if you don’t take 

off her clothes? If you feel embarrassed, go and get the nurse ladies and let them help me!” Dr Huang 

said with a serious face. 

Lin Kai was afraid that after he left, Dr. Tang would plot against his sister-in-law, so he said, “This matter, 

still …… is better for me to do it ……” 

Saying that, he whispered in Tang Huimin’s ear and saw Tang Huimin blush and nod shyly before he 

lifted her quilt and quickly removed the clothes and trousers from her body. 

Dr. Tang used the silver needles in his hand to quickly prick several acupuncture points on Tang Huimin’s 

head, chest, abdomen, crotch, thighs, calves and feet. 

Forty-eight needles were stuck in a row. 

Afterwards, he quickly released the needles and quickly withdrew them, deep and shallow, stabbing or 

picking, as if he was performing a magic trick, which was dazzling. 

If one wanted to remove the toxins from Tang Huimin’s body, one had to use internal force, and the 

acupuncture points were different, the depth of the needles lanced was different, and so was the force. 

Therefore, sticking needles is a very time-consuming, energetic and physically demanding task. 

After ten minutes had passed, large drops of sweat oozed from Dr. Tang’s forehead and then slid down 

his cheeks, and his whole body looked exhausted. 

“Dr. Tang. Let me wipe your sweat for you.” Lin Kai said as he picked up a box of tissues that was placed 

on the bedside table. 

“Okay, thanks!” Dr. Tang nodded, but didn’t stop moving his hands, concentrating on rotating and 

plucking the silver needles as Lin Kai pulled out a tissue and carefully wiped Dr. Tang’s sweat. 

After the needles were inserted, Tang Huimin was lying naked on the bed, as if she was completely 

unconscious, lying motionless, except that fine beads of sweat were oozing from her body, and blackish 

blood was oozing from the area where the needles had been inserted, which was probably the toxins 

that had been excreted. 



Half an hour later, Dr. Tang finally pulled out the silver needles stuck in Tang Huimin’s body and put 

them back into the needle box, but his whole body felt as if he had steamed in a sauna, his whole body 

was soaked with sweat and he had become weak. 

“Doctor Tang, are you all right?” Lin Kai asked eagerly. 

“Yes, you can help him get dressed now,” Dr. Tang shook his head, took a packet of white powder out of 

his pocket and put it into Lin Kai’s hand, gasping for breath, “I have helped her expel some toxins from 

her body and opened up the acupuncture points on her body, you can now use the antidote I have 

prepared and let her Take it, and in half a hour, she can wake up and become no different from a normal 

person ……” 

Lin Kai took the packet of powder in Dr. Tang’s hand with suspicion, walked to the water dispenser, put 

it into a paper cup, then poured in most of the cup of warm boiled water and stirred it well. 

Since Lin Kai did not know Dr. Tang well, he was afraid that he might have tampered with this medicine, 

so Lin Kai took a taste first. 

It was colourless and tasteless, and Lin Kai did not feel anything strange before he returned to Tang 

Huimin’s bed and fed it into her mouth with a spoon, one mouthful at a time. 

“Dr. Tang, thank you,” Lin Kai said to Dr. Tang after he had fed her the antidote, seeing that he was a 

little tired, “Go outside to that living room and rest for a while, I’ll wait here for her to wake up.” 

Before Tang Huimin woke up, Lin Kai would not let Dr. Tang leave the military sanatorium, and Dr. Tang 

was clear about this, so he nodded and dragged his tired body to the parlour and collapsed on a bench 

sofa against the wall. 

After Dr. Tang left the ward, Lin Kai sat down on that stool in front of the hospital bed, reached out to 

hold Tang Huimin’s luxuriant hand, and said silently in his heart. 

“Little aunt, wake up quickly, I have so many more words to pour out to you ……” 

Suddenly, Tang Huimin opened her eyes, opened her mouth, and spat out a few mouthfuls of blood, 

staining the white bed sheet red at once. 
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After vomiting blood, Tang Huimin threw herself headlong onto the hospital bed. 

“Little aunt, what’s wrong with you?” Lin Kai was dumbfounded when he saw her eyes rolled back, her 

face was blue and her mouth was full of blood, he then reached out and hugged her, crying out loudly, 

“Wake up, wake up ……” 

Tang Huimin’s eyes were closed and she was lying softly in Lin Kai’s arms, no matter how much he 

shouted, she was always in a comatose state, her breath as if she was swimming. 

“It must be this old thing surnamed Tang who tried to kill my sister-in-law!” Lin Kai suddenly 

remembered the scene when Dr. Tang was sticking needles into Tang Huimin and handing him a packet 

of white powder for him to take. He immediately put Tang Huimin onto the hospital bed and laid him 

down, quickly left the ward and went outside to the meeting room. 



“Mr. Lin, how is the situation?” Dr. Tang, who was still sitting on the bench sofa, asked as if nothing was 

wrong. 

Lin Kai stepped forward and asked angrily, “What medicine did you just give her?” 

“The antidote, what’s wrong?” Dr. Tang said in disbelief. 

“You go and see now, is it an antidote? It’s clearly poison.” Lin Kai yanked him by the collar and walked 

into the ward, pointing at Tang Huimin who was lying upright on the hospital bed, and asked in a stern 

voice, “Tell me, who sent you to poison my sister-in-law, were you paid by the people of Liberty Island, 

did they order you to come?” 

“What are you talking about?” As soon as Dr. Tang pushed Lin Kai away, he said, “If I had been bribed by 

someone to come here to murder the patients, would I still be here?” 

“Then why is she vomiting blood?” Lin Kai questioned. 

“Didn’t you see that she was vomiting black blood that contained toxins?” Dr Tang said matter-of-factly, 

“It means the toxins in her body have been drained out ……” 

“Why did it become unconscious?” Lin Kai asked afterwards. 

“The patient is seriously injured and very weak, so of course she will become unconscious,” Dr. Tang 

explained, “However, this is temporary, she will wake up soon ……” 

At this time, a military doctor came in with a few nurses, and seeing Tang Huimin fainted on the bed, her 

mouth and bed sheets covered in blood, she questioned loudly. 

“What the hell is going on here?” 

“I …… asked Dr. Tang to see her, and after Dr. Tang helped her with acupuncture and detoxification, I 

didn’t expect that this would happen ……,” Lin Kai explained. 

“Nonsense!” The middle-aged military doctor gave Dr. Tang, who was standing next to Lin Kai, a 

distrustful look and loudly rebuked, “Who told you to ask such a charlatan to treat her? If anything 

happens to Ms. Tang, who will be responsible?” 

“I …… I ……” Lin Kai didn’t know how to reply. 

The middle-aged military doctor came to Tang Huimin’s bed, probed with his hand in front of her nose 

and found that she was still breathing, so he said to the nurse lady who came with him. 

“You guys hurry up and push a stretcher cart over here and take Ms Tang to the operating theatre for 

surgery.” 

Just as the nurse lady was about to leave, Tang Huimin suddenly opened her eyes, only to see her gaze 

fall on a dejected Lin Kai and asked. 

“Xiao Kai, where am I?” 

Lin Kai looked at the middle-aged military doctor standing in front of the hospital bed and said, “You’re 

in the military sanatorium, the doctor is preparing to send you to the operating room for surgery ……” 



“What surgery?” Tang Huimin asked in confusion, “I only have injuries on my body, nothing serious, do I 

still need an operation?” 

Seeing that Tang Huimin had become sober all of a sudden, the middle-aged military doctor looked a 

little embarrassed and inquired. 

“Ms. Tang, do you feel any discomfort anywhere?” 

“No.” Tang Huimin sat up from the hospital bed and pointed at Dr. Tang who was standing by the side 

and said, “I feel much better after this doctor stuck the needles in me ……” 

The crowd cast their eyes on Dr. Tang. 

Seeing that Tang Huimin was suddenly behaving no differently from a normal person, the middle-aged 

military doctor had to look at Dr. Tang differently, so he looked Dr. Tang up and down and said. 

“This is a disease that we have never encountered before in our military sanatorium, and when we 

asked the famous experts in China to come for a consultation, they all felt helpless, may I ask, how did 

you help cure her?” 

Dr. Tang replied, “As you know, the medical arts in China are vast and profound, especially the line of 

Chinese medicine and acupuncture, which is even more mysterious, and I only used some secret recipes 

from my ancestors.” 

“In that case, I should ask you for advice?” The middle-aged army doctor sneered. 

“If you can look up to me as a charlatan, we can have a sparring session in the future.” Dr. Tang said 

playfully. 

“That …… is ……,” the middle-aged military doctor looked a little embarrassed, and with a perfunctory 

sentence, he turned around and left. 

The few nurses who entered the room with him were finally relieved to see that Tang Huimin was 

completely back to normal, no longer upside down and delirious. 

They knew that Lin Kai and Dr Tang had something to talk about, so they followed the middle-aged 

military doctor out of the ward. 

When Lin Kai saw that Tang Huimin’s condition had improved, her mind had become clear and she was 

no longer talking nonsense, he apologised to Dr Tang and said. 

“Doctor Tang, thank you, I was wrong to blame you just now.” 

“It’s okay, I understand how you feel,” Dr. Tang shook his head and said, “I’m not going to lie, when you 

came to my clinic today and told me about Tang Huimin’s condition, I knew that she had been drugged 

and poisoned by a kind of compulsion on Liberty Island, so, after you left my clinic and we came to the 

before the military sanatorium, I had the antidote configured.” 

“Ah, how did you know that my sister-in-law was drugged on Liberty Island?” Lin Kai asked in surprise. 

Dr. Tang replied truthfully, “I’m not going to lie, I used to be a doctor on Liberty Island and saw with my 

own eyes the guys on the island giving that kind of compulsion poison to the young women who were 



captured on the island, and in order to keep those young women from being controlled by people, I 

secretly formulated the kind of antidote you have Ms. Tang taking …… ” 

“If you have the antidote, then why did you give her the silver needle?” Lin Kai asked in disbelief. 

Dr. Tang explained, “Because, Ms. Tang has been poisoned for a long time and the toxins have been 

integrated into her blood, the only way to get rid of some of the toxins is by sticking silver needles 

before using the antidote ……” 

Tang Huimin gave a grateful smile to this life-saving benefactor and interjected, “How did you escape 

from Liberty Island, which is heavily guarded?” 

“A few years ago, Liberty Island owner Smith’s mother had a serious illness, I told him that Chinese 

medicine in China could cure it, so I came to China with that old woman as a private doctor and stayed 

in Yanjing City Chinese Hospital, I escaped from the hospital when the bodyguards around the old 

woman were not paying attention, in order to avoid those guys, I buried my name and opened a private 

clinic in Lotus Lane and opened a private clinic ……,” replied Dr. Tang. 

“Oh, so that’s how it is,” Lin Kai made an appearance of realization and asked, “Then what is your 

surname, sir?” 

“My surname is Huang,” Dr. Tang barked, “You should still call me Dr. Tang. Last time, I tricked Smith’s 

mother into treating her at the Chinese hospital, and soon after I escaped, the old woman died, Smith 

hates my guts, and if that guy knows where I am, he should send someone after me again. ” 

“Don’t worry, that ten evil Liberty Island Lord Smith is dead, he will never know your whereabouts.” Lin 

Kai replied with certainty. 

“Ah? He’s dead, how did he die?” Dr. Tang asked in amazement. 

“He was killed by me!” In one breath, Lin Kai briefly recounted to Dr. Tang what happened when he led 

his team to Liberty Island, rescued Tang Huimin and retrieved the laser tablets. 

After listening to Lin Kai’s account, Dr. Tang’s heart was infinitely filled with emotion, admiring the 

young man in front of him from the bottom of his heart. 
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As Lin Kai drove Dr. Tang out of the military sanatorium, Dr. Tang said to him. 

“Although the toxins in your sister-in-law’s body have been detoxified, she is injured and needs 

someone to take care of her, and more importantly, she needs her loved ones by her side, so you should 

go back now!” 

“I’d better take you back to the clinic!” Lin Kai suggested. 

“No, I’ll just take a taxi back.” Dr. Tang shook his head and said. 

“That’s …… fine, thank you!” Lin Kai pulled over to the side of the road and inquired, “By the way, how 

much did you pay for your visit and treatment?” 



“No,” Dr. Tang waved his hand and said, “We are kind of related, it is my honor and my responsibility to 

cure Ms. Tang of this disease, she must have suffered a lot on Liberty Island, you should take good care 

of her, if there is any need for me in the future, please feel free to call me! ” 

“Alright,” Lin Kai said gratefully, “when my sister-in-law’s health has fully recovered, we’ll go over there 

together to thank you!” 

“Mr. Lin, you’re being insulting,” said Dr. Tang with a bright smile, “We’ll all be friends from now on, so 

don’t be polite to me.” 

“By the way, there’s something else I’d like to trouble you with.” Lin Kai asked earnestly. 

“What is it?” 

“I heard that a gang of thugs from the Black Dragon Gang often operate in the area of Lotus Lane, 

right?” 

“Yes, there is such a thing, what’s the matter?” 

“Then you must know a bald man?” 

“Yes, I’ve met him, why? You have a grudge?” Dr. Tang said in surprise. 

“I’m not going to hide it from you, the reason my sister-in-law is in the state she is now is because of him 

……” Lin Kai breathlessly told the story of how he was kidnapped by the bald man and others, and how 

Tang Huimin, in order to save him, was instead captured by the bald man and others, spoiled by them, 

and then sent to Liberty Island The story was described once again. 

For the sake of confidentiality and security, Lin Kai did not tell Dr. Tang about his visit to Lotus Lane to 

investigate the shipment of arms supplies in the hands of the Black Dragon Gang. 

“It seems that you have a deep past,” Dr Tang asked after listening to Lin Kai’s account, “What do you 

need me to do for you?” 

“If you know the whereabouts of those guys, call and tell me, will you?” Lin Kai asked in a consultative 

tone. 

“Yes, no problem!” Dr Tang said cheerfully. 

“Thank you so much then.” 

“No need, you should go back!” Dr. Tang said, pulling open the car door and getting out, then hailed a 

taxi and left in it. 

When Lin Kai returned to the entrance of Tang Huimin’s convalescent room, he saw a nurse lady 

standing there like a benchmark, and asked her. 

“Excuse me, how is my sister-in-law’s condition?” 

“Mr. Lin, you’re back?” The nurse lady offered a professional smile to Lin Kai and said, “Don’t worry, Ms 

Tang is fine, no longer like before, clamouring to see you and becoming grumpy when she can’t see you, 

dropping things, tearing sheets or whatever.” 



“I’m sorry for the trouble I caused you guys.” Lin Kai said apologetically. 

“It’s okay, it’s what we should do.” The nurse lady winks and smiles. 

“You go take a break, I’ll just take care of her here!” 

“Alright, call me again if there’s anything!” The nurse lady smiled slyly and left with delicate steps. 

Looking at the departing figure of the nurse lady, Lin Kai was overcome with emotion, so he walked into 

the ward with a mixed feeling. 

Tang Huimin was lying on the hospital bed, her eyes staring straight up at the ceiling. As soon as she saw 

Lin Kai enter the room, she immediately sat up from the bed and leaned her body against the head of 

the bed. 

“Little Kai ……” Tang Huimin chirped out, suddenly remembering how she had once been with Lin Kai 

when they were romantically involved, her face covered with a delicate look, causing Lin Kai’s heart to 

tremble. 

“Little aunt, you are just sick and injured,” Lin Kai hurriedly walked forward, remembering that they had 

gone through so many storms, suddenly had a desire to hug her, could not help but stretch out his arms: 

“Little aunt …… come …… let Xiao Kai help you lie down ……” 

The words rushed out, and the voice trembled a bit strangely. 

The first thing that I did was to get a little bit of a glimpse of the world, and then I blushed and followed 

the arms that Lin Kai had stretched out to me and obediently got into his arms. 

Tang Huimin’s heart was beating like a deer, she enjoyed the feeling of being in Lin Kai’s arms, her 

beautiful eyes were misty, a trace of intoxication, a trace of satisfaction …… 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the actual website. 

“Xiao Kai ……” 

Tang Huimin whispered Lin Kai’s name, blushing, shyly closing her charming eyes in anticipation of the 

breathtaking tenderness, her heart beating wildly at this moment, her delicate body trembling slightly. 

“Young aunt ……” 

Lin Kai saw his sister-in-law displaying such a charming attitude, his heart was swept away, he gently 

hooked his fingers into Tang Huimin’s face, gazed into her slightly dazed eyes and slowly, slowly moved 

his head down. 

A kiss! 

A tender kiss! 

The kiss of love! 

The kiss of the century! 



A kiss that was like a kiss from another world, full of their heartaches, their experiences and each other’s 

tears. 

Tang Huimin’s breath was like an orchid and her fragrance was overwhelming! 

Lin Kai felt the heat coming from her soft body and couldn’t help but shrug his nose, feeling his blood 

surge and the urge to have a nosebleed, recklessly hugging her so tightly that he almost suffocated her 

Tang Huimin, who had gone through a thousand hardships and had been separated from life and death, 

looked so devoted that she seemed to forget the pain of her wounds and greeted Lin Kai’s fragrant kiss 

with enthusiasm. 

Lin Kai’s lips were imprinted on Tang Huimin’s soft lips and stayed on them for a full minute. 

When their lips finally parted, a hint of disappointment swept through Tang Huimin’s heart, but she 

could feel Lin Kai’s love for her, the warmth and breath on her lips, the same that made her heart 

tremble with the urge to cry. 

So, ignoring the bouts of pain coming from her wounds, she opened her arms and wrapped them tightly 

around Lin Kai’s neck, never wanting to part …… 

“Ah, what are you doing?” A discordant voice suddenly rang out, waking up the mesmerised duo. 

Tang Huimin was so ashamed that her body broke away from Lin Kai’s embrace and she shyly lay down 

on the hospital bed panting straight 

Lin Kai will cast his eyes to the room door, see Song Linna bulging cheeks, angry standing in the ward 

door, heart is a tremble, a face embarrassed asked. 

“You …… Why are you here?” 

“If I hadn’t come, wouldn’t you have slept together?” Song Lina looked at Lin Kai angrily, pointed at Tang 

Huimin lying on the bed and said angrily, “Didn’t you say she was your sister-in-law? Why are you 

making out together? You’re a liar, I never want to see you again ……” 

After saying that, Song Lina turned around and ran out towards the outside. 

Immediately afterwards, a “stomp stomp stomp!” sound was heard from the corridor of the treatment 

room as high heels scuffed the floor. The sound of …… 
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“Kai, who is this girl?” Tang Huimin asked in confusion. 

A few days ago, after being rescued from Liberty Island by Lin Kai and the others, Tang Huimin had met 

Song Linna once at the customs dock, but her consciousness was in a confused state at the time and she 

didn’t remember Song Linna at all. 

“Her name is Song Lina, she’s my classmate, the same girl who saved my life when I was thrown onto 

the city bypass highway after I was brutally beaten by the bald man and the others.” Lin Kai said 

perfunctorily. 



“So, she’s your girlfriend?” Tang Huimin asked sourly. 

“She …… is not my girlfriend, I only have you …… in my heart,” Lin Kai said in a panic. 

“Kai, just don’t lie to me, I can see that this girl likes you a lot and cares about you a lot,” Tang Huimin 

gave Lin Kai an understanding smile and said, “She ran out like that, if anything happens, it will be a 

problem, go after her and explain to her! ” 

Lin Kai felt that her words made sense and asked worriedly, “What will you do if I leave?” 

“Look, haven’t I gotten better?” Tang Huimin waved her hand at Lin Kai and said, “Don’t worry, I’m fine, 

go on!” 

“That’s fine, I’ll come back to keep you company after I’ve made things clear to her about what 

happened between us.” Lin Kai said with a nod. 

“What’s going on between us?” Tang Huimin asked rhetorically. 

“I’ll tell her to her face that I like you ……,” Lin Kai prevaricated. 

“Xiao Kai, you must not be silly, you must be clear, I am your sister-in-law, moreover, there is such a big 

age gap between us, I have been spoiled by those thugs many times, my body is no longer clean, it is 

impossible for us to be together, you’d better accept her love!” Tang Huimin said against her heart. 

Lin Kai confessed to Tang Huimin, “No matter what, I only have you in my heart, I ……” 

Tang Huimin interrupted him and said, “We’ll talk about things between us later, you’d better hurry up 

and go after Song Linna, or else, it’ll be too late!” 

“That’s …… fine!” Lin Kai hesitantly nodded his head. 

He then left the ward, went downstairs and drove the BMW 740 sedan that Song Linna had given him, 

and chased him out of the military sanatorium. 

…… 

When Song Linna heard that Lin Kai was taking care of his brother-in-law Tang Huimin in the military 

sanatorium ward, she asked Elder Song’s subordinates to help her get a pass to enter and leave the 

sanatorium. 

In order to give Lin Kai a surprise, Song Linna ran to Tang Huimin’s sanatorium without telling him in 

advance before coming to the military sanatorium. 

However, what she never expected was that when she arrived at the door of Tang Huimin’s ward, she 

bumped into Lin Kai and Tang Huimin hugging and kissing each other, which gave her a feeling of being 

struck by thunder. 

So, she scolded Lin Kai and rushed down the stairs from the entrance of Tang Huimin’s ward and 

immediately jumped into her Ferrari sports car parked at the entrance. 

“Liar …… big liar …… dead liar …… how dare you lie to me that that woman is his brother-in-law… 

…caused my grandmother to be so infatuated with him ……” Song Lina pouted and cursed incessantly 



after she drove the car out of the military sanatorium, each time she cursed, the throttle under her foot 

stepped down a bit and the car speed became faster and faster. 

The fiery red Ferrari was like a demonic ghost, giving off a blurred shadow before merging into the 

traffic. 

Song Linna loved to race cars, and after her father gave her this red Ferrari when she entered Yanjing 

University, she fell in love with the sport of racing, which was very fast. 

Her mother died early and her father was too busy with work every day to spend time with her. 

Especially when he married that woman, Liu Tongshu, there were very few opportunities for father and 

daughter to be together, and the only thing she had to keep her company was this car. 

Underneath that streetlight, there is a little girl crying. 

I don’t know where she came from, ha! How sadly the little girl cries 

I wonder who abandoned her and where she should go now 

Dear little sister, please don’t don’t cry 

Where is your home, I’ll take you and take you back 

…… 

Turning on the car stereo and wearing her headset, Song Lina hummed along to the classic song ‘Little 

Girl at the Street Lamp’ as she expertly manoeuvred the steering wheel and drove the Ferrari through 

the traffic. 

She could only forget all her worries and sorrows in the midst of the dynamic music and the extreme 

speed of the sports car, and everything around her just fell on deaf ears to her. 

Therefore, she had no idea that Lin Kai was driving behind her. 

After his special training in the Special Forces, Lin Kai’s driving skills had also reached the point of 

perfection, navigating the traffic on the street with ease and keeping a close eye on the movements 

around him. 

Suddenly, Lin Kai felt that there was something strange about the atmosphere, and then he keenly 

spotted a Toyota Land Cruiser in his rear view mirror, following his car’s ass at the same speed. 

“No good, we’re being followed!” 

Lin Kai became alert and quickly increased his speed, passing one car after another, trying to get ahead 

of Song Linna’s Ferrari sports car and signal to her of the danger. 

However, the Toyota Land Cruiser behind him seemed to have predicted Lin Kai’s thoughts in advance, 

and scurried up through the traffic at a faster speed, as if it had taken Viagra. 

Ahead of them was a traffic light intersection. 



A female traffic policeman in uniform, wearing a pair of white gloves, stood straight on a traffic platform 

in the middle of the crossroad, skillfully gesturing various movements, gallantly directing the traffic of 

moving vehicles. 

Song Linna’s red Ferrari had just pulled out of the intersection when the red light came on. 

Lin Kai’s car caught up with him, and as he was concerned for Song Linna’s safety, he risked running the 

red light and being fined by the traffic police, and followed closely behind. 

The female traffic policeman then made a stopping gesture to him, signalling him to stop. Lin Kai 

instinctively slammed on the brakes and just as the BMW was about to stop, a tragic scene occurred. 

He saw the Toyota SUV behind him, like a mad bison, ramming into the BMW’s buttocks at an 

unbelievable speed. 

BANG! 

There was a loud bang. 

The BMW was knocked out ten metres away, directly scaring the female traffic policeman on the post 

half to death, only to see her standing there stiffly with her mouth open, like a statue. 

Suddenly, a large lorry that had crossed the intersection horizontally, like a wild horse off the reins, 

quickly crashed towards the BMW. 

Boom! 

With another loud bang, the BMW then flew up and flipped through the air in several graceful arcs, and 

the twisted and deformed BMW car crashed heavily to the ground. 

Clatter! 

A sound of metal hitting the ground rang out, and the BMW fell to the ground in pieces as if it had fallen 

apart. 

Boom! 

The big truck still didn’t seem to be relieved and quickly ran over the BMW’s head, crackling and 

crushing it into a discus. 
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As the BMW was hit by the big truck and rolled in the air before falling apart and landing on the ground, 

the big truck quickly pressed towards the body of the BMW again, Lin Kai was stunned by the scene in 

front of him. 

“Shit, these guys are actually trying to screw me over!” Lin Kai shuddered and thought to himself, “If I 

was in the BMW, it’s a wonder I wouldn’t be crushed to a pulp!” 

He leapt up from the ground in a single bound and rushed to the Toyota Land Cruiser that was preparing 

to flee after the accident, pulled open the door and stuck his hand around the throat of the young 

driver. 



“Tell me, who sent you here?” Lin Kai yelled in a stern voice: “If you don’t tell me, I’ll strangle you to 

death!” 

The driver’s face was so red from the force he used that he could not speak at all. 

Lin Kai saw that there were several accomplices sitting in the car, so he didn’t have the heart to talk 

nonsense with this guy, and he knew that in a very short time, he couldn’t get any results from him. 

So, he punched him in the temple, knocking the guy out directly, then pulled him out of the car seat and 

threw him heavily on the ground. 

The three big guys in the Toyota Land Cruiser were shocked when they saw their companion being 

attacked, then they jumped out of the car and attacked Lin Kai in front and behind. 

However, these guys were no match for Lin Kai, who knocked them to the ground with three punches 

and two kicks. 

While the guys were injured and lying on the ground crying, Lin Kai quickly jumped into their Toyota 

Land Cruiser and drove off in the dust. 

The policewoman who had been standing on the traffic police booth, stunned by the scene before her 

and momentarily forgetting to direct the traffic, only then slowed down and shouted in the direction the 

Toyota had left. 

“Stop, stop now!” 

…… 

After crossing the intersection, Song Lina’s Ferrari sports car was always concentrating on listening to 

music and driving attentively, and did not notice that a serious car accident had occurred behind her. 

She kept driving her Ferrari sports car forward, and after crossing a few streets, the Ferrari sports car 

drove onto the city bypass. 

Once on the highway, she brought the Ferrari up to speed, steering it expertly as it swept down the 

highway in a red storm, passing one car after another. 

Accompanied by the high-pitched music on the car stereo, she was in a slightly more relaxed mood as 

car after car was left behind as the Ferrari drove at breakneck speed. 

As she drove up to an intersection and tapped the accelerator to slow down, a white Porsche sports car 

immediately caught up with her. 

“A man with a bald head stuck his big head out of the Porsche window and raised his middle finger at 

Song Linna, saying disdainfully, “Do you dare to race me today?” 

“This lady is not in a good mood today, don’t bother me.” Song Lina said in a cold voice. 

The bald man also had a beautiful woman with long, flowing hair sitting on his passenger seat. 

“I knew it, you don’t have the guts to fight me at all, are you afraid that if you lose the match, you will 

become my defeated opponent and spread the word to make a fool of yourself?” The bald man still 



picked up his middle finger and said with a sarcastic tone, “If you’re afraid of losing the match, just have 

a match with this chick?” 

As the bald man said this, he gave the woman in the passenger seat a kiss on the cheek, he was trying to 

use this provocative method to put Song Lina in her place. 

“Nasty,” the woman pouted and said, “You know I’m not much of a driver and you’re still making fun of 

me like that, isn’t that washing my head and hitting people in the face?” 

“Yeah,” said the bald man as he reached out to take the woman into his arms and nudged her towards 

Song Lina, “Don’t you worry, she’s not as good at driving as you are.” 

When Song Lina saw the bald man defying her like that, she became angry and said in a stern voice. 

“Bald head, don’t be so crazy, this lady agrees to have a match with you today, tell me, where is the end 

point? What is the stake?” 

“Haha,” the bald man immediately pushed the woman in his arms away when he heard that Song Lina 

was competing with him, pointed to the signage in front of him and said, “This is the road leading to 

Wolong Mountain Resort, whoever reaches the entrance of the resort first will be considered the 

winner, the bet is, if I lose, this Porsche sports car of mine will be given to you And if you lose, you call 

me Master, what do you think?” 

“Is this guy out of his mind? To make such unequal bets just to race with me? Even if I call him Master 

10,000 times, it’s not worth as much as his multi-million dollar sports car?” Song Lina thought to herself, 

“Does he really think that he is better than me and is sure of winning me?” 

“Alright, I promise to compete with you!” Song Linna didn’t have time to think about anything else and 

gladly accepted the bald man’s request and the bet he had placed. 

Song Lina knew that Wolong Mountain was over three hundred kilometres away from Yanjing City, and 

according to her own car speed, a round trip would take at most two hours. 

Song Linna looked at the time on her mobile phone, it was now 4pm and it was still too late to go home 

for dinner after the race and not worry about her father looking around for her. 

When the bald man saw that Song Linna had fallen for his trap, he pulled the Porsche over to stop 

alongside the Ferrari and gave Song Linna an ok sign. 

Songlina similarly held out her hand and made the ok gesture, then, every second, pressed a finger, and 

when all three fingers were pressed, the two sports cars started at the same time. 

Between the lightning and the fire, two shadows, one red and one white, flashed past like a meteor 

catching the moon and were lost in an instant, simply like the wind and the sun chasing the wind! 

As the long-haired girl exclaimed, the bald man was driving the Porsche sports car almost neck and neck 

with Song Linna’s Ferrari. 

It had to be said that this guy’s driving skills were good and he was indeed a tough opponent. 



Song Linna was racing with someone for the first time, and that beautiful face shone with excitement, 

her eyes glittering as she stared ahead. 

Those somewhat slender looking hands, but without the guidance of her eyes, were always in the right 

place at the fastest speed, with dazzlingly fast movements. 

Keeping her foot on the accelerator, she kept accelerating, accelerating again, overtaking, overtaking 

again. 

Car after car was overtaken and left behind again, while the bald man’s Porsche clung to the side of the 

body like chewing gum. 

Song Lina didn’t even need to brake, no matter what danger she encountered, she didn’t have the 

intention to slam on the brakes, as if she was playing with this guy’s life. 

At first, the bald man, with the Porsche’s superior performance and skilled handling, drove alongside 

Song Linna’s Ferrari, and their skills seemed to be on par with each other. 

Immediately afterwards, Song Linna raised her speed to the limit again and again, and after a fierce 

chase, she finally left the bald man’s Porsche sports car, far behind her, and then, Song Linna never gave 

the bald man’s boy another chance, maintaining this lead until the end. 

“Baldy, it’s time to admit defeat now, isn’t it? Look at you lose your Porsche sports car, why are you still 

driving?” Song Lina finally breathed a sigh of relief as she pulled her Ferrari sports car up to the entrance 

of Wolong Mountain Resort. 

She looked in the rear-view mirror and noticed that the bald man’s Porsche sports car had not yet been 

driven out, so she unbuckled her seat belt and prepared to get out of the car. 

At this time, from a gold cup van parked at the entrance of Wolong Mountain Resort, several burly men 

dressed in black jumped down and quickly surrounded Song Lina’s Ferrari sports car. 

“What do you …… want? Help ……” Song Linna’s word “help” had not even been shouted out, her mouth 

was gagged with a wet towel by the bald man who had caught up with her and gotten out of the 

Porsche sports car. He was completely unconscious. 
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A narrow concrete road through the woods leads to the back of Wolong Mountain, where in a quiet 

wooded area there is an ancient courtyard. 

There is no more city hustle and bustle, only the sound of cicadas and frogs. 

At the entrance of the compound, two tough black-clothed men stood guard, and some black-clothed 

men stood in the same way in the courtyard, with a sentry post at three steps and a guard at five steps, 

so to speak. 

A Porsche sports car and Gold Cup van pulled in from outside and parked in the compound, where 

several men in black, guided by a bald man, carried an unconscious woman out of the car. 



A short, fat, middle-aged man came out of a room inside and gave the bald man a fierce glare and, in a 

reproachful tone, said. 

“Black Dragon, what’s wrong with you kid? You know that this is a forbidden place of our Black Dragon 

Gang, why did you still bring people here casually? Aren’t you afraid that the cops will find out? Put an 

end to our place?” 

“Brother Yang, don’t get mad yet, listen to my explanation,” Black Dragon said, pointing his finger at the 

unconscious Song Linna, “This woman is very hot, I managed to trick her into coming here, so I took it 

upon myself to send her over to you to enjoy.” 

“Is that so?” Yang Hui frowned and looked at Song Lina, who was in a coma, and found that the girl was 

quite attractive, and felt a sense of pity for her, saying, “Count on you kid, you still have a conscience, 

you think of old brother in everything.” 

“That’s right, we are brothers, we should share the blessings and difficulties together, don’t you think 

so?” Black Dragon said with a heated smile. 

Last night, Zhao Wenlong was shocked to learn that the Scarface sent by Liberty Island had failed to 

assassinate Tang Huimin at the military sanatorium. 

When he thought of how he had tried to rape Tang Huimin in his room at the Yanjing Hotel, not only did 

he fail, but he was also beaten up by Lin Kai, he was very angry. 

For fear that Lin Kai would come to him for revenge, Zhao Wenlong asked the bald man, Black Dragon, 

to send his men to the entrance of the military sanatorium to keep an eye on Lin Kai, so that once he 

had the chance, he would get rid of him and then find a way to get rid of Tang Huimin. 

This afternoon, when Bald Guy’s men in the Toyota spotted Lin Kai driving a BMW out of the sanatorium 

and going after Song Linna who was driving a Ferrari, they called Bald Guy in time to report to him. 

The bald man then ordered them to cause a car accident on the street in an attempt to run Lin Kai over, 

however, not only did Lin Kai not die, but he also injured the man in the Toyota. 

The bald man then worked on Song Lina. 

He first tricked Song Lina into going to Wolong Mountain Resort under the pretext of racing, then 

kidnapped her and sent her to the back of Wolong Mountain, preparing to use Song Lina as bait to lure 

Lin Kai in and do away with him for good. 

This was one of the Black Dragon Gang’s bases, which housed important materials of the Black Dragon 

Gang, among them, the smuggled arms were also in a cave here. 

To be on the safe side, Zhao Wenlong sent Yang Hui, who was specifically responsible for the Black 

Dragon Gang’s import and export trade, to station here and wait for the formalities to be completed on 

the customs side before transporting it to the customs dock and smuggling it to the Middle East. 

“This chick is really nice, I like her a lot,” Yang Hui gave the still unconscious Song Lina one more careful 

look and said to Black Dragon with a smile, “How about this, let’s lock her up first, we’ll have a drink 

first, and when she wakes up, we’ll go over and treat him well, what do you think? ” 



“Yes, it’s been a long time since we’ve had a drink together as brothers, we need to have a good one!” 

The bald man knew that Yang Hui had a taste for alcohol, so he said to the two boys holding Song Lina, 

“You guys take this chick back to the house and keep an eye on her, when she wakes up, come back and 

tell us!” 

“Okay.” One of the junior brothers nodded, and under the guidance of a man in black, carried Song Lina 

into a dark room. 

“Brother Black Dragon, come on, let’s go inside for a drink now!” Seeing his little brother taking Song 

Lina away, Yang Hui barked at the black-clothed man beside him, “All of you few follow me and put your 

heads on a swivel, don’t let anyone from outside mix in!” 

“Please don’t worry boss, we definitely can’t let anyone mix in!” Several men in black said in unison. 

“Alright then, you guys go down!” Yang Hui waved his hand at the few men in black, then made an 

inviting gesture to Black Dragon, “Brother Black Dragon, please!” 

Black Dragon was no longer polite with him, and followed him into a room together. 

The room was brightly lit, and a square table was set up in the centre with several steaming plates of 

food on it. 

Black Dragon swept a glance at the meal on the table and said ingratiatingly, “Brother Yang, I didn’t 

expect that you were living a good life in seclusion here!” 

“How dare I compare to you, Brother Black Dragon, who can spend every day in the city, but I’ve been 

sent to this poor and remote place by Master Dragon, if it weren’t for the special task I have to 

complete, I wouldn’t want to live here,” grumbled Yang Hui, “But here you can eat original animals and 

plants, unlike in the city, where you always eat junk food, and the air is fresh, so it’s not a bad place to 

maintain health.” 

“That’s true,” said Black Dragon, giving a thumbs up and complimenting, “This kind of idyllic life is not 

something that everyone can enjoy, Brother Yang should feel honoured.” 

“Haha, that’s something I love to hear!” After a big laugh, Yang Hui arranged for Black Dragon to sit 

beside him, picked up a bottle of Jiannanchun on the table, poured wine into two separate glasses, then 

lifted the glasses and clinked them with Black Dragon before drinking it all. 

The black dragon is also not ambiguous, drained the glass of wine in one gulp. 

…… 

When Song Lina awoke, she found herself in a damp, dark and dingy room with a wet towel in her 

mouth and her limbs tied to a wooden chair. 

There was an electric lamp hanging from the roof and the light, although dim, still felt a little blinding, so 

she closed her eyes and thought. 

On a hunch, she had been tricked by the bald man, a trap they had designed for themselves beforehand. 



Since she had fallen into this guy’s hands, I was afraid that there was no escape. Song Lina felt helpless 

and secretly regretted her reckless act of racing with someone else. 

A pungent smell emanated from the towel and stung Song Lina’s nostrils, she felt her stomach turn sour 

and had an urge to vomit. 

“Ummmm ……” a slurred sound escaped Songlina’s lips as she struggled hard and the wooden stool to 

which she was bound creaked. 

Standing at the entrance of the room, the two men in black who were responsible for guarding her 

heard the rattling in the room and quickly pushed the door open. 

Squeak! 

A door slammed. 

When she saw the two men in black enter the room, she opened her two watery eyes wide and kept 

shaking her head, gesturing for them to remove the towel from her mouth. 

The two men in black stood beside her as if they didn’t see her, expressionless, afraid that she might 

bite her tongue if she couldn’t think straight and then there would be no way to answer to the two 

bosses, Yang Hui and Black Dragon. 

“Go and tell the two bosses that this girl has woken up!” One of the men in black checked the rope 

binding Song Lina and said to his companion. 

“Keep a close watch, don’t let anything happen to this chick, I’ll call the two bosses here right away!” 

The other man in black barked a word of advice at him and left the room. 
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Yanjing International Hotel completely adopts the most advanced design construction and concept in 

the world, and its architectural style comes entirely from the pen of international famous designers. 

The corridors of the luxury suites are decorated in the same way as the rooms, and any corner will be 

immaculately clean, calling for an extremely warm feeling. 

Stepping out of the lift’s door, a glance at the red carpet spreads far and wide with an air of mystery. 

The wall-mounted medium-coloured led’s lighting is elegant, intoxicating and soul-crushing, and the 

muddy European white doors, like a steel warrior, are lined up to the far end, neatly and somewhat 

excessively. 

A whiff of indefinable light fragrance comes to the nose and one’s spirit will be soothed exponentially. 

On the door handle of the luxurious suite 2806 on the top floor of the hotel, there is a “Do Not Disturb” 

sign, and the carpet inside the room is beige, matching the tooth-white curtains. 

The living room has a bedroom door, a washroom door, a wall-mounted television and a leather sofa 

that is so large it seems to have been made for those who like to do their business in the living room. 



The fine, soft leather is even better, and just by looking at it, one can imagine how spacious, elaborate 

and luxurious the king-size bed in that bedroom is. 

Obviously, in a suite where you spend thousands of dollars for one night, guests can enjoy a luxury that 

is definitely good enough for this class …… 

In the living room, Longmang Group Zhao Wenlong is sitting on a soft sofa, is embracing a beautiful 

woman a messy touch. 

This woman is the same woman named “Qin Yao” whom Lin Kai met by chance at the Renai Clinic this 

morning, and who scolded him for being a rascal when he saw her handbag snatched by a speeding car 

thief on the street and helped her get it back. 

“You greedy bastard, I gave it to you at noon today, and now you want it again?” Qin Yao was 

completely different from the dignified, gentle and elegant demeanour she displayed outside. 

“Hey,” Zhao Wenlong smiled wickedly, “Who told you to look so pretty? It’s all gotten me hooked.” 

“Che,” Qin Yao pouted, “Where have I got you hooked?” 

“Just here!” Zhao Wenlong gave her beautiful buttocks a squeeze with his hand. 

“You’re bad, bad ……,” Qin Yao pouted with a red face, pretending to be angry as she slapped the man in 

front of her who was talking like a scoundrel. 

Zhao Wenlong used one hand to catch Qin Yao’s small hand, while the other hand cooperated by 

roaming around Qin Yao’s delicate body, kneading her peaks repeatedly. 

Qin Yao felt her whole body go soft and let out a gasp. 

“Look, what is this?” Zhao Wenlong took out a fine box from his bag and delivered it to the charming 

and moving Qin Yao. 

“This kind of thing again, what’s your weird fetish?” The corners of Qin Yao’s mouth turned slightly as 

she looked even more irritated instead. 

“I just brought this set back from abroad with a friend,” Zhao Wenlong said smugly, “Try it on, you’ll love 

it.” 

“Bad guy, I’m going in then.” 

“Go on, I’ll wait for you, don’t be too long.” Zhao Wenlong smiled badly and waved at her. 

Boom! 

There was a slamming sound and Qin Yao had already entered the bedroom. 

There was also a washroom inside the bedroom, whenever she had a room in the hotel with Zhao 

Wenlong, she would first make up a light make-up, and if it was too late to take a shower, she would 

also use wet wipes to clean her body and remove the odour. 

While he was alone in the living room, Zhao Wenlong hurriedly pulled out another box from his bag. 



This time it was smaller, and on it was written Powerful Long Lasting Wipes, which were said to be very 

effective and lasted for half an hour. This was a must-have piece of equipment before every errand with 

Qin Yao. 

Zhao Wenlong knew that Qin Yao was both young and pretty not to mention energetic and strong in 

that area. 

He really didn’t want to lose face in front of this beautiful woman. This time, he used two in a row 

before Zhao Wenlong felt confident …… 

When Qin Yao appeared in the living room again, Zhao Wenlong was really stimulated to the point of 

nosebleeds:. 

Big wavy show curls draped over her fleshy shoulders, the two clusters of pink flesh on her chest barely 

covered by a lacy breast cloth, the pink lacy skirt nightgown strangled by two straps around her 

shoulders, the waist hem tucked high below her breasts, the crinkly-edged loose skirt hem only covering 

her belly button. 

The too-small-to-be-true, equally pink underwear was tied by a side strap around the hip side of the 

crotch, leaving the most visceral part of the small of the belly all exposed …… 

Zhao Wenlong could not control it any longer, and pulled her from the bedroom door to the living room 

next to the sofa, and then pushed her from behind. 

Qin Yao collapsed onto the sofa at once, and Zhao Wenlong then pressed his body onto it. 

“Greedy cat!” Qin Yao pouted. 

Immediately afterwards, Zhao Wenlong rampaged and bombarded Qin Yao’s body, and Qin Yao’s 

flushed face was imprinted, and it was hard to control herself, her expression twisted, her body 

trembled, and her moaning voice filled the whole living room. 

…… 

RING RING RING! 

A sharp ringing of the mobile phone rang. 

Zhao Wenlong picked up the phone on the coffee table and pistoned on Qin Yao while picking it up. 

“Master Long, Black Dragon has taken a woman hostage at our base in the back of Wolong ……,” a man’s 

voice came over the phone. 

“Ah? How did that happen?” Zhao Wenlong was shocked, that thing became weak all of a sudden, and 

then left Qin Yao’s body and sat down on the sofa. 

“Master Long, what’s wrong?” Qin Yao was in the midst of her excitement, and when she saw Zhao 

Wenlong suddenly stop his attack, she felt a little unfulfilled and inquired. 

“That kid Black Dragon has kidnapped a girl to our Wolong back mountain base, in that case, it will 

definitely spoil our big event, you should quickly bring a team over there, make sure to ensure the safety 

of our batch of arms supplies.” Zhao Wenlong said in a tone of command. 



“Okay, I’ll get right on it!” Qin Yao hurriedly walked into the bathroom, cleaned herself, dressed and 

returned to the living room. 

“If something unexpected happens, you do this ……” After Zhao Wenlong gave her some instructions, 

Qin Yao led a team of people straight to Wolong Mountain. 

…… 

Yang Hui took the lead and walked into the same room where Song Lina was being held, with Black 

Dragon following close behind. 

Together, the two of them came to Song Lina’s heels. 

“Uh-huh!” 

Song Lina was tied to a stool, and as soon as she saw Black Dragon, she struggled even more, her eyes 

widening and shooting out two angry flames. 

“Little girl, you’re awake?” When Black Dragon saw Song Linna’s appearance, she couldn’t help but 

giggle and said, “When you and I were racing, weren’t you very powerful? Why do you look like such a 

wimp now? I didn’t think I would invite you here, did I?” 

“Uh-uh!” Sungina continued to struggle. 

“Oh, I forgot, you can’t talk now,” seeing that Song Linna’s mouth was gagged with a towel, Black 

Dragon said to the two men in black standing behind her, “Tear the towel off her mouth!” 

One of the men in black bowed down and immediately ripped the towel from Song Lina’s mouth and 

held it in his hand, gagging her again once he was ordered to do so. 

“Cough,” Song Lina coughed and looked angrily at the black dragon, gasping, “What do you …… want, let 

me go …… “ 

 


